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1. INTRODUCTION
Let ζs be the Riemann zeta function. The Riemann ξ-function is
deﬁned by
ξs = ss − 1π−s/2s/2ζs














Let k be an imaginary quadratic ﬁeld of discriminant d. The Dedekind
zeta function ζks of k can be written as
ζks = ζsLs χd
1 The author thanks David Cardon for his help during preparation of the manuscript.
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Dedekind ξ-function of k is deﬁned by
ξks = ss − 1	d	
s
2 2π−ssζsLs χd
We have that ξks is entire and satisﬁes the functional identity ξks =
ξk1− s.
The formula (1.1) is useful in the study of the Riemann zeta function;
see, for example, Csordas et al. [1]. In this paper, we generalize (1.1) to the
Dedekind zeta function of an imaginary quadratic ﬁeld. The generalization
is obtained by applying Hecke’s theta formula (Lemma 2.1) to Hecke’s
integral representation (2.1) of the Dedekind ξ-function.
In order to state our result, we need the concept of rational integral
quadratic forms. Two quadratic forms Fx y = ax2 + bxy + cy2 and
F ′x y = a′x2 + b′xy + c′y2 are equivalent if an element γ ∈ SL2










where γt is the transpose of γ. This relation partitions the quadratic forms
into equivalence classes, and two forms from the same class have the same
discriminant.
Let w be the number of roots of unity of k. The formula for the Dedekind
ξ-function, that is analogous to (1.1), can now be stated as follows:















where the ﬁrst sum is over the inequivalent classes of positive deﬁnite integral







for all complex s.
We should mention that it follows trivially from (1.1) that the Riemann
zeta function has no positive real zeros. On the other hand, it seems to be
far out of reach of present existing methods to prove in general that the
Dedekind zeta function has no positive real zeros. This was our motivation
to ﬁnd the analogue of the formula (1.1) for the Dedekind zeta function.
The following result is related to (21) of Chowla and Selberg [5]. It is








































where the sum is over quadratic forms a b c of discriminant d = b2 − 4ac
with −a < b ≤ a < c or 0 ≤ b ≤ a = c.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First, we assume that k is any algebraic number ﬁeld with r1 real places
and r2 complex places. Let N = r1 + 2r2. The Dedekind zeta function ζks





for Re s > 1, where the product is taken over all the ﬁnite prime divisors
of k. Let hR dk, and w be respectively the number of ideal classes, the
regulator, the absolute value of the discriminant of k, and the number of
roots of unity of k. If










then by [6, Theorem 3, Chap. VII, Sect. 6], ξks is an entire function, and
satisﬁes ξks = ξk1− s.
Let  be a fractional ideal of k, and let
α = α1     αN
be a basis of  over . If
α′ = α′1     α′N
is the dual basis with respect to the trace, then α′ is a basis for the fractional
ideal
′ = −1
where  is the different of k over . We write symbolically
ξ = x1α1 + · · · + xNαN
and
ξj = x1αj1 + · · · + xNαjN
for j = 1 2    N with integer x1    XN (cf. [4, p. 252]).
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Lemma 2.1 (Hecke’s Theta Formula). Let u1     uN be positive real
numbers such that ur1+j = ur1+j+r2 for j = 1     r2. Let d be the absolute
value of the discriminant of  so that d = N2dk. If
&u  = ∑










&u  = 1√
u1 · · ·uN
&u−1 ′
where the symbol u−1 stands for u−11      u
−1
N .
Let S∞ be the set of all inﬁnite places of k. Deﬁne 'v to be one if v is
a real and to be two if v is complex. Let x = xvv∈S∞ be a variable in the


























It follows from [4, Theorem 3, Chap. XIII, Sect. 3], that




(x s2 + x 1−s2 )dx
x
(2.1)
where λ = 2r1hR/w.
Let U be the set of elements u = uv in the half space r1+r2+ such that
u = 1. We can decompose the space r1+r2+ as a product

r1+r2
+ = + ×U x = t × u






Let E be the fundamental domain for V 2 in U , where V is the image in U
of the group of units of k under the map ξ→ 	ξv	v∈S∞ .
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2 + t− s2 )dt
























2 + t 1−s2 )dt
t



































2 + t− s2 )dt
Therefore, we have



























2 + t− s2 )dt




































where the sum is over all ideal classes  in the ordinary class group of k.
The Hecke theta formula reads that
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where we have used the fact that the sum over the classes of ideals corre-
sponding to ′ is the same as the sum over the classes of ideals correspond-
ing to  and the fact that the integral will not be changed if u−1 is replaced



















2 + t− s2 )dt





















For the convenience of writing we denote































































































× exp(−τ ut1/N)(t− 1−s2 + t− s2 )dt
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− πtN√	d	 τu du
where τu =∑v 'vuv.
Next, we assume that k is an imaginary quadratic number ﬁeld of dis-
criminant d. Let  be an integral ideal of k, and let α1 α2 be a basis of 





By the argument of Hecke [2, pp. 190–191], Fx y is a quadratic form
of discriminant d with integer coefﬁcients. By Theorem 154 of Hecke [2],
the map
→ Fx y
is a bijection between the inequivalent classes of ideals of k and the inequiv-
alent classes of integral quadratic forms of discriminant d.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let  be an ideal class of the ordinary ideal class
group of k. If  is an ideal in −1, then the map
→  = ξ
establishes a bijection between the set of ideals in  and equivalence classes
of nonzero elements of , where two ﬁeld elements are equivalent if they
differ by a unit of k. Note that the map  → N is a homomorphism of




where Nξ = mα1 + nα2mα′1 + nα′2 for ξ = mα1 + nα2. It follows that
N = Fmn for some integers m and n. Because k is an imaginary
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quadratic ﬁeld, the set U only contains the point u = 1, and the measure




















− 2πN√	d	 t 
and hence the stated identity follows from (2.2).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
3. PROOF OF THE COROLLARY
By Hua [3, Theorem 2.3, Chap. 12], the inequivalent classes of positive
deﬁnite integral quadratic forms of discriminant d consist of the classes
represented by the forms Fx y satisfying
b2 − 4ac = d
{−a < b ≤ a < c
or 0 ≤ b ≤ a = c(3.1)
Note that we always have 3a2 ≤ 	d	.





















First, we consider the sum of all terms in (3.2) involving Fm 0.






























































































































2 tψ′t + ψtdt
From the identity

























Hence, we can write∫ ∞
2a√
	d	

























































− t− 12 tψ′t + ψtdt



























































t−1 + t− 12
)
ψtdt
Therefore, we have proved that∫ ∞
2a√
	d	

































































































The stated identity then follows.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
In order to estimate the sum of all terms in (3.2) involving Fmn
with n = 0, we need to consider the value ξk1. The result is given in
Proposition 3.4.
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It is clear that∫ ∞
2a√
	d	










2ψt + 1 = 1√
t
2ψ1/t + 1
we ﬁnd that∫ ∞
2a√
	d	
















































This completes the proof of the lemma.
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we ﬁnd that∫ ∞
2a√
	d	



















































This completes the proof of the lemma.
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where t is given in Theorem 1. On the other hand, by (2.1) we have
wξk1 = h
The stated identity then follows immediately.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Next, we estimate the sum of all terms in (3.2) involving Fmn with
n = 0.
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for all integers mn with n = 0.
Since 	d	 = 4ac − b2, we have 	d	 ≤ 4ac ≤ 4c2, and hence √	d	 ≤ 2c. If
	m	 ≥ 	n	, then
Fmn = 	m	a	m	 ± b	n	 + cn2
Since a ≥ 	b	, we have a	m	 ± b	n	 ≥ 0, and hence we have




If 	m	 < 	n	, then
Fmn = am2 ± b	m	 ± b	m		n	 − 1 + cn2 − 1 + c
= 	m	a	m	 ± b + 	n	 − 1c	n	 + 1 ± b	m	 + c
Since a ≥ 	b	, we have 	m	a	m	 ± b ≥ 0. Since n = 0, we have 	n	 − 1 ≥ 0.
Since 	n	 ≥ 	m	 and c ≥ 	b	, we have c	n	 + 1 ± b	m	 ≥ 0. It follows that




Therefore, we have proved that
2Fmn√	d	 ≥ 1
for all integers mn with n = 0.
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The stated inequality then follows immediately.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
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This completes the proof of the corollary.
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